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Abstract.
Networks often represent systems that do not have a long history of studies in
traditional fields of physics, albeit there are some notable exceptions such as energy
landscapes and quantum gravity. Here we consider networks that naturally arise in
cosmology. Nodes in these networks are stationary observers uniformly distributed
in an expanding open FLRW universe with any scale factor, and two observers are
connected if one can causally influence the other. We show that these networks are
growing Lorentz-invariant graphs with power-law distributions of node degrees. These
networks encode maximum information about the observable universe available to a
given observer.
PACS numbers: 89.75.Fb, 64.60.aq, 04.20.Gz
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1. Introduction
Network science is intrinsically multidisciplinary because the systems it studies come
from different domains of science. Complex networks are everywhere indeed—
in communication technologies, social and political sciences, biology and medicine,
economics, or even linguistics [1, 2, 3]. That is why many fields of science—computer
science, social sciences, biology, statistics, mathematics, and certainly physics—have
contributed tremendously over the last decade to network research. Surprisingly, even
though statistical physics has been applied with great success to understanding complex
networks, the systems that these networks represent can rarely display a long history of
broad interest and focused research in traditional fields of physics. In fact, none of the
network examples above provide an exception to this general rule. Exceptions, such as
energy landscape networks [4] and networks in background-independent approaches to
quantum gravity [5, 6, 7, 8], are rare indeed.
Here we add to this relatively short list of complex physical networks, a class of
networks that naturally arise in cosmology. Specifically, we consider evolving networks of
causal connections among stationary (co-moving) observers, homogeneously distributed
in any open Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) spacetime [9]. These
networks are purely classical. Nodes can represent a dust of classical particles, or
(clusters of) galaxies, or indeed imaginary observers, scattered randomly throughout
the space. The horizons of all the observers expand, and for any particular observer
O at any given proper time τ , the network consists of all other observers within O’s
horizon, up to a certain cut-off time τν > 0 in the past, which can be interpreted as the
time of last scattering or the red shift beyond which the observer cannot observe [9].
A directed link from observer B to observer A in this network exists if B is within A’s
retarded horizon. The retarded horizon of A is A’s horizon at earlier time τr < τ such
that light emitted by A at time τr reaches O at time τ . This means that if there are some
physical processes running at each observer, then directed paths between observers X
and O in this network represent all possible causal relations between X and O, including
indirect relations over paths longer than one hop, Fig. 1. Here we show that this evolving
network of maximum information about the universe that any observer can collect by
her proper time τ , is a growing power-law graph in any open homogeneous and isotropic
(FLRW) spacetime.
We emphasize a critical difference between these cosmological networks and causal
sets in de Sitter network cosmology considered in [6]. The latter are discretizations of
4-dimensional spacetime—nodes are elementary events (points in space and time), and
two events are connected if they are causally related, i.e., if they lie within each other’s
light cones. The resulting networks are directed acyclic graphs, and all the linking dy-
namics is the appearance of new links connecting new nodes to the existing nodes lying
in their past light cones. No new links appear between already existing nodes, since any
two events are either timelike-separated and thus connected, or spacelike separated and
thus disconnected. The cosmological networks considered here are discretizations of 3-
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Causal sets [1] are graphs that can be thought of as
discretizations [2] of relativistic spacetimes [3]. Given
a spacetime, one can construct a causal set correspond-
ing to it by sprinkling points uniformly at random over
the spacetime, linking all pairs of causally related points.
Causal sets corresponding to asymptotically de Sitter
spacetimes [4], such as our accelerating universe [5, 6],
are power-law graphs with strong clustering [7], similar
to many complex networks [8–10]. More surprisingly, the
growth dynamics of de Sitter causal sets [11, 12] and com-
plex networks [13] are asymptotically identical [7]. This
similarity suggests a possibility to derive the fundamental
laws of complex network dynamics, currently unknown,
from an analogy to gravitation. Yet the similarity be-
tween causal sets and complex networks is not perfect.
In particular, unlike causal sets, nodes in complex net-
works evolve in time, and links between existing nodes
appear [8–10].
These observations motivate us here to consider
evolving networks of causal connections among station-
ary observers, homogeneously distributed in any open
Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) space-
time [14]. The picture is purely classical. Nodes can
be thought of as a dust of classical particles, or galax-
ies, or indeed imaginary observers, scattered randomly
throughout the space. The universe expands, and so do
the horizons of all the observers. For any particular ob-
server O at any given time τ , the network consists of
all other observers within O’s horizon, up to a certain
cut-off time τν in the past, which can be interpreted as
the Planck time, or the time of last scattering, or the
red shift beyond which the observer cannot observe [14].
A directed link from observer B to observer A in this
network exists if B is within A’s retarded horizon, i.e.,
if B was within A’s horizon in time for A to signal B’s
existence to O by time τ , Fig. 1. That is, any directed
path in this network represents a causal chain, or a se-
quence of events that could influence O at time τ . In
what follows we show that this evolving network of max-
imum information about the universe that any observer
can collect by her proper time τ , is a growing power-law
graph in any open homogeneous and isotropic (FLRW)
spacetime.
The metric in an open FLRW spacetime is given by
ds2 = −dτ2 +R(τ)2 ￿dχ2 + sinh2 χdΩ2d−1￿ , (1)
where τ > 0 and χ > 0 are the time and “radial” coordi-
nates, dΩ2d−1 is the metric on the unit (d−1)-dimensional
sphere, and R(τ) is the scale factor of the universe given
by the Friedmann equations [14]. The scale factor R(τ)
is just a conformal factor in the spacial part of the met-
ric, where coordinates (χ,Ωd−1) describe the hyperbolic
d-dimensional space Hd of constant curvature K = −1.
The spacetime is thus foliated by d-dimensional hyper-
bolic spaces: for any time τ , the space is the hyperbolic
d-dimensional space of constant curvatureK = −1/R(τ).
To simplify the calculations, we assume that R(τ) = τ ,
meaning that we are considering the Milne universe—a
completely empty universe without any matter or dark
energy [15]. The results presented henceforth do not de-
pend on a particular form of scale factorR(τ). We discuss
this important point at the end.
In (2 + 1) dimensions (the generalization to (d + 1)
with d > 2 is straightforward), the change of coordinates
(τ,χ, θ) to
x = τ sinhχ cos θ
y = τ sinhχ sin θ
t = τ coshχ
(2)
transforms the metric in Eq. (1) to the Minkowski metric
ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2. (3)
However, this transformation does not map the origi-
nal spacetime in Eq. (1) to the whole Minkowski space-
time, but only to the future light cone of the event
t = x = y = 0. Indeed, the radial Minkowski coordi-
nate r =
￿
x2 + y2 of an event at coordinates (τ,χ, θ) is
r = t tanhχ. This means that a stationary observer—
that is, an observer at rest in the co-moving coordinates
4
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pend on particular form of scale factorR(τ). We discuss
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￿
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FIG. 2: Direct vs. indirect causal relations. The black edges
show the direct relations; the blue paths are indirect relations
between X and O. [mb: please make all edges black,
but t en in b and c, over y them on top of thi ker
blue edges representing paths between X and O.
label the star ing node by X ev rywher . and t en
make the plot readable in b&w. and then adjust the
caption. -dk-]
to A. The link between O and A is bi-directed because
they lie within each other horizons.
From the perspective of the hyperbolic plane, the hori-
zon of the observer O is a disk o adius χh, whereas the
horizon of observer A is a disk of radius χh − χ centered
at A who is located at radial coordinate χ. This disk is
tangent to O’s horizon as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The av-
erage in-degree of observer A is thus given by the number
of points withi a disk of radius χh − χ:
k¯in(χ) = 2πδ(cosh (χh − χ)− 1) ≈ πδe−(χ−χh). (7)
On the other hand, since the points are distributed uni-
formly according to the hyperbolic metric, the density of
points located at radial coordinate χ is given by distri-
bution
ρ(χ) =
sinhχ
coshχh − 1 . (8)
Therefore, for large networks (χh ￿ 1) the average in-
degree scales as ￿kin￿ ∼ πδχh ≈ πδ ln (N/πδ) whereas
the in-degree distribution is
P (kin) ∼ 1
k2in
, if 1￿ kin < πδeχh . (9)
The average out-degree of a node at χ is given by
k¯out(χ) = 2δ
￿ π
0
dθ
￿ χh
0
dχ￿ sinhχ￿Θ(χh−χ￿−x), (10)
[mb: I think, we need to better explain this
one. -mk-] where x is the hyperbolic distance between
points (χ, 0) and (χ￿, θ), and Θ(·) is the Heaviside step
function. In the limit χh ￿ 1, the integration yields
k¯out(χ) ≈
2δ
￿
eχh
coshχ
K (tanhχ) if 0 ≤ χ < χh,
0 if χ = χh,
(11)
where K(·) i the comple e elliptic integral of the first
kind. In the regime 1 < χ < χh, the aver ge out degree
is well approximated by
k¯out(χ) ≈ 2
√
2δχe(χh−χ)/2. (12)
This result, combi ed with Eq. (8), implies that the out-
degree distribution scales as
P (kout) ∼ k−3out, for k ut ￿ 1. (13)
We notice however th t observers n ar the edge of the
horizon have out-degrees approximately equal to χh.
[mb: χh or 0??? Eq.11 says the latter? -dk-]
Th ref re, the out-degree distributi n is asymptotically
a power law with a lower cut-off that grows as χh with
time.
New connections in this network appear not only be-
tween new and existing nodes, but also between pairs of
already existing nodes, not previously connected. This
effect is a simple consequence of the continuous expansion
of the horizons of all observers. The resulting network dy-
namics is illustrated in Fig. 3, where three snapshots of
a growing netw rk are taken. The horizon of the central
observer O (the blue dashed circle) grows over time, dis-
covering an exponentially increasing number of new ob-
servers. Gray connections indicate purely directed causal
relations between observers, that is, one is aware of the
other. As time goes on, dir cted connections are recip-
rocated (connections in red), meaning that an increasing
number of pairs of observers are getting mutually aware
of each other.
Up to this point, we have assumed that all observers
entering the horizon of another observer are detected. If
we assume that the probability of connections between
observers decays exponentially with the hyperbolic dis-
tance x between them, p(x) ∝ e−βx, where parameter
β ∈ [0, 1), then the average in-degree of an observer at
coordinate χ is
k¯in(χ) = 2πδ
￿ χh−χ
0
sinhχ￿ e−βχ
￿
dχ￿ ∼ e−(1−β)(χ−χh).
(14)
Therefore, the in-degree distribution scales asymptoti-
cally as a power law P (kin) ∼ k−γin with exponent
γ = 2 +
β
1− β , (15)
which can take any value between 2 and∞. [all: why do
we skip the P (kout) in the general case? -mk-].
Finally we emphasize that the very same network con-
struction can be extended beyond the Milne universe to
any open FLRW universe with any scale factor R(τ). The
same picture as in Fig. 2(b) would apply there. The only
difference is the rate at which new nodes join the net-
work, defined by the radius of the observer horizon as a
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Causal sets [1] are graphs that can be thought of as
discretizati ns [2] of relativistic spacetimes [3]. Given
a spacetime, one can constr ct a causal set correspond-
ing to it by sprinkling points unifo mly at random over
the spacetime, linking all pairs of causally rela ed points.
Causal s ts corresponding to asymptotically de Sitter
spacetimes [4], s ch as our accelerating universe [5, 6],
are power-law graphs with strong clustering [7], similar
to any compl x networks [8–10]. More surpri ingly, the
growth dynamics of de Sitter causal sets [11, 12] and com-
plex networks [13] are asymptotically identical [7]. This
similarity sugge ts a possibility to derive the fundamental
laws of complex network dynamics, curre tly unknown,
from an analogy o gravitation. Yet the similarity be-
tween causal sets and complex networks is not perfect.
In particular, unlike causal s ts, nodes in complex net-
works evolv in time, and links between existing nodes
appear [8–10].
Th se observations motivat us here to consider
evolving network of causal connections among station-
ary observers, h mogeneously distributed in any open
Fried ann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) space-
time [14]. Th pict is purely classical. Nodes ca
be thought of as a du t of cl ssi al particles, or galax-
ies, or indeed imaginary ob ervers, scattered randomly
throughout the space. The universe expands, and so do
the horizons of all th observers. Fo any particular ob-
server O at any given ime τ , the network consists of
all other observers wit in O’s horiz n, up o a certain
cut-off time τν in the past, which can be in erp eted as
the Planck tim , or the time of last scattering, or the
red shift beyond which th observer cannot observe [14].
A d rected link from observer B to observer A in this
network exists if B is within A’s retarded horizon, i.e.,
if B was wit in A’s horizon in time for A to signal B’s
existence to O by time τ , Fig. 1. That is, any directe
path in this n twork represents a c usal chain, or a se-
qu nce of events that could influence O at time τ . In
what follows we show that this evolving network of max-
imum information about the universe that any observer
an coll ct by her proper time τ , is a gro ing power-law
graph in any open h mogeneous and isotropic (FLRW)
spacetime.
The metric i an open FLRW s ac time is given by
s = −dτ2 +R(τ)2 ￿dχ2 + sinh2 χdΩ2d−1￿ , (1)
where τ > 0 and χ > 0 are the time a d “radial” coordi-
nates, dΩ2d−1 is the metric on the unit (d−1)-dimensional
sp re, and R(τ) is the scale factor of the universe given
by the Friedm nn equations [14]. The scale factor R(τ)
is just a conformal factor in the spacial part of the met-
ric, where coordinates (χ,Ωd−1) describe the hyperbolic
d-dimensional space Hd of const nt curvature K = −1.
The spacetime is thus foliated by d-dimensional hyper-
bolic spaces: for any time τ , the space is the hyperbolic
d-dimensional space of const nt curvatureK = −1/R(τ).
To simplify the calculations, w assume that R(τ) = τ ,
me ning that we ar consid ring the Milne universe—a
completely empty un verse without any matter or dark
energy [15]. The ults presented hencefor h do not de-
pend on a part cular form of scale factorR(τ). We discuss
this im rtant point at the end.
In (2 + 1) dimensions (the generalization to (d + 1)
with d > 2 is straightforward), the change of coordinates
(τ,χ, θ) to
x = τ inhχ cos θ
y = τ sinhχ sin θ
t = τ coshχ
(2)
transforms the metric in Eq. (1) to the Minkowski metric
s2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2. (3)
Howeve , this tr nsformatio does not map the origi-
nal spacetime in Eq. (1) to th whole Minkowski spac -
time, but only to th futur light cone f the event
t = x = y = 0. Ind ed, the radial Minkowski coordi-
nate r =
￿
x2 + y2 of an event at coordinates (τ,χ, θ) is
r = t tanhχ. This means hat a stationary observer—
that is, an observer at r st in the co-m ving coordinates
b)
4
a) b) c)
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PACS numbers: 89.75.Fb, 05.45.Df, 64.60.al
Causal sets [1] are graphs that can be thought of as
discretizations [2] of relativistic spacetimes [3]. Given
a spacetime, one can construct a causal set correspond-
ing to it by sprinkling points uniformly at random over
the spacetime, linking all pairs of causally related points.
Causal sets corresponding to asymptotically de Sitter
spacetimes [4], such as our accelerating universe [5, 6],
are power-law graphs with strong clustering [7], similar
to many complex networks [8–10]. M su prisingly, the
growth dynamics of de Sitter causal sets [11, 12] and com-
plex network [13] re asymptotically identical [7]. This
similarity suggests a possibility to deriv the fundamental
laws of complex network dynamics, currently unknown,
from an analogy to gravitation. Yet the similarity be-
tween causal sets and complex networks is not perfect.
In particular, unlike causal sets, nodes in complex net-
works evolve in time, and links between existing nodes
appear [8–10].
Thes ob erv ion mo ivate us h re to consider
evolving etworks of usal connections among station-
ary observers, homogeneously distributed in any open
Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) spac -
time [14]. The pict re is purel classical. Nodes can
be thought of a a dust of classical particles, or galax-
ies, or indeed imagi ary observers, scattered randomly
throughout the space. The universe expands, d o do
the horizons of all the observers. For any partic lar ob-
server O at any given time τ , the network consists of
all other observers within O’s horizon, up to a certain
cut-off time τν in the past, whic can be t rpreted as
e Pl nck time, or he me of last scatterin , or th
r d shift b yond which the observer c nnot observe [14].
A directed link from observer B to observer A in this
network exists if B is within A’s retarded horizon, i.e.,
if B w s within A’s ho izon in time for A to signal B’s
xiste c t O by time τ , Fig. 1. Tha is, a y direct d
path in this network represents a causal chain, or a se-
quence of events that could influence O at time τ . In
what follows we show that th s evolvi g network of max-
i u i formation about the uni rse that ny observer
can collect by her proper time τ , is a growing power-law
graph in any open homogeneous and isotropic (FLRW)
spacetime.
The metric in an open FLRW spacetime is given by
ds2 = −dτ2 +R(τ)2 ￿dχ2 + sinh2 χdΩ2d−1￿ , (1)
where τ > 0 and χ > 0 are the time and “radial” coordi-
nates, dΩ2d−1 is the metric on the unit (d−1)-dimensional
spher , and R(τ) is the scale factor of the universe given
by the Friedmann equations [14]. The scale factor R(τ)
is just a conformal factor in the spacial part of the met-
ric, where coordinates (χ,Ωd−1) describe the hyperbolic
d-dimensional space Hd of constant curvature K = −1.
The spacetime is thus foliated by d-dimensional hyper-
boli spaces: for any time τ , the space is the hyperbolic
d-dimensional space of constant curvatureK = −1/R(τ).
T simplify the calculations, we assume that R(τ) = τ ,
meaning that we are considering the Milne universe—a
completely empty universe without any matter or dark
energy [15]. The results presented henceforth do not de-
pend on a particular form of scale factorR(τ). We discuss
this important point at the end.
In (2 + 1) dimensions (the generalization to (d + 1)
with d > 2 is straightforward), the change of coordinates
(τ,χ, θ) to
x = τ sinhχ cos θ
y = τ sinhχ sin θ
t = τ coshχ
(2)
ransforms the metric in Eq. (1) to the Minkowski metric
ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2. (3)
Howev r, this transformation does not map the origi-
nal spacetime in Eq. (1) to the whole Minkowski space-
time, but only to the future light cone of the event
t = x = y = 0. Indeed, the radial Minkowski coordi-
nate r =
￿
x2 + y2 of an event at coordinates (τ,χ, θ) is
r = t tanhχ. This means that a stationary observer—
that is, an observer at rest in the co-moving coordinates
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Causal s ts [1] are graphs that can be thought of as
discretizations [2] of relativis ic spacetimes [3]. Given
a spac time, e can construct a causal set correspond-
ing to it by sprinkling p ints uniformly at random over
he spacetime, ink ng all pairs of causally related points.
Causal sets corresponding to asymptotically de Sitter
spacetimes [4], such as our accelerating universe [5, 6],
are power-law graphs with strong clustering [7], similar
t many complex netw rks [8–10]. More surprisingly, the
growth dynamics of de Sitter causal sets [11, 12] and com-
l x n two ks [13] are symp otically identical [7]. This
similarity suggests a possibility o derive th fundamental
laws of complex network dynamics, c rrently unknown,
from an analogy to gravitation. Yet the similarity be-
tween causal sets and complex networks is not perfect.
In particular, nlike causal sets, n des in complex net-
works evolve i time, and links between existing nodes
appear [8–10].
These b ervations motiva e us here to consider
evolving networks of causal connection m g station-
ary observers, homogeneously istributed in any open
Fried ann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) space-
time [14]. The picture is purely classical. Nodes c n
be th ught of as a u t of classical p rticles, or galax-
ies, r indeed imaginary observ s, sc ttered randomly
throughout the space. Th univer e xpands, and so do
the horizons of all the obse ve s. For a y partic lar ob-
server O at any given time τ , the network consists of
all oth observers within O’s horizon, up to a certain
cut-off time τν in the a t, which can be inter reted as
the Planck ime, or the time of la t scatteri g, r he
r d shift beyond which the observer cann t observe [14].
A directed link f om observer B to observer A in this
network ex ts f B is within A’s retarded horizon, i.e.,
if B was withi A’s h rizon in time for A to ignal B’s
exist nc o O y time τ , Fig. 1. That is, any dir cted
path in this network represents a causal chain, or a se-
quence of events that could influence O at time τ . In
what follo s w show th t this evolving network f max-
imum informati n about th univers that any observe
can collect by her proper time τ , is a growing power-law
graph in any open homogeneous and isotropic (FLRW)
spacetime.
The metric in an open FLRW spacetime is given by
ds2 = −dτ2 +R(τ)2 ￿dχ2 + sinh2 χdΩ2d−1￿ , (1)
where τ > 0 and χ > 0 ar the time nd “radial” coordi-
nates, dΩ2d−1 is the metric on the unit (d−1)-dimensional
sphere, and R(τ) is the scale factor of the universe given
by the Friedman equations [14]. The scale factor R(τ)
is just a conformal factor in the spacial part of the met-
ri , where coordinates (χ,Ωd−1) describ the hyperbolic
d-dimensional spa e Hd of onstant curvature K = −1.
The spacetime is hus foliated by d-dimensional hyper-
bolic sp ces: for any time τ , the space is the hyperbolic
d-dimensional space of onstant curvatureK = −1/R(τ).
To simplify the calculations, we assume that R(τ) = τ ,
meaning that we are considering the Miln universe—a
completely empty universe withou any matter or dark
energy [15]. The results pr sented encef rth do not de-
pend on particular form of scale factorR(τ). We discuss
this impor ant point at the end.
In (2 + 1) dimensions (the generalization to (d + 1)
with d > 2 is str ightforward), the change of coordinates
(τ,χ, θ) to
x = τ sinhχ cos θ
y = τ sinhχ sin θ
t = τ coshχ
(2)
transforms the metric in Eq. (1) to the Minkowski metric
ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2. (3)
However, this transformation does not map the origi-
nal spacetime in Eq. (1) t the whole Minkowski space-
ime, but only to the fu ure light cone of the event
t = x = y = 0. Indee , the radial Minkowski coordi-
nate r =
￿
x2 + y2 of n event at coordinates (τ,χ, θ) is
r = t tanhχ. This me n that stationary observer—
that is, an obs rver at rest in the co-mov g coordinates
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Causal s ts [1] are graphs that c n be thought of as
discretizations [2] of relativis ic spacetimes [3]. Given
spac time, e can construct a causal set correspond-
ing to it by sprinkling p ints uniformly at rando over
he spacetime, ink ng all pairs of causally related points.
Causal sets corresp nding to asymptotically de Sitter
spacetimes [4], such as our accelerating universe [5, 6],
are power-law graphs with strong clustering [7], similar
t many c plex netwo [8–10]. More surprisingly, the
growth dyn mics of de Sitter causal sets [11, 12] and com-
plex two ks [13] re asymptotically ide tical [7]. This
similarity suggests a possibility o derive th fundamental
la s of complex network dynamics, c rrently unknown,
from an analogy to grav tation. Y t the similarity be-
tween causal s s and complex networks is not perfect.
In particular, nlike causal sets, des in complex net-
works evolve i im , and l ks between existing nodes
appear [8–10].
Thes b rvations motivate us here to consider
ev lving tworks of c usal connection m g station-
ary observers, homog neously istributed i any open
Fried ann-Lem ıˆtre-Rober son-Walker (FLRW) space-
time [14]. The picture is pur ly classical. Nodes can
b thought of s a du t of classic l particles, or galax-
ies, or ind ed i aginary observ s, sc ttered rand mly
throug o t the sp ce. Th u iv rs expands, and so do
t e horizons of all the obse ver . For ny particular ob-
server O at any given ti e τ , the network consists of
all oth observers within O’s horizon, up to a certain
cut-off im τν in e as , whic c n be interpreted as
the Pl nck ime, or the ime f l st s atteri g, or the
r d shift beyon which he observ canno observe [14].
A directe link f om obs ver B to observer A in this
network ex ts f B is within A’s r tarded horizon, i.e.,
if B was within A’s horiz n in time for A to ignal B’s
exist nce o O by time τ , Fig. 1. That is, any directed
path in this network represents causal chain, or a se-
quen e of events that could influence O at time τ . In
wha follo s we show that this ev lv g network of max-
imum information about he univers tha ny observer
can collect by her proper time τ , is a growing power-law
graph in any open hom geneous and isotropic (FLRW)
spacetime.
The metric in n open FLRW spacetime is given by
ds2 = −dτ2 +R(τ) ￿dχ2 + sinh2 χdΩ2d−1￿ , (1)
where τ > 0 and χ > 0 ar the time nd “radial” coordi-
nates, dΩ2d−1 is the metric on the unit (d−1)-dimensional
p re, and R(τ) is scale factor of the universe given
by the Friedman quations [14]. The scale factor R(τ)
is just a conformal facto in the spacial part of the met-
ri , where coordinates (χ,Ωd−1) describ the hyperbolic
d-dimensi al spa e Hd of onstant curvature K = −1.
The spacetime is hus foliated by d-dimensional hyper-
bolic sp ces: for ny time τ , the spa e is the hyperbolic
d-dimensio al space of onstant curvatureK = −1/R(τ).
To simplify the calculations, we assume that R(τ) = τ ,
meaning that we are considering the Miln universe—a
completely empty universe withou any matter or dark
energy [15]. The results pr sented ncef rth do not de-
pend on p rticular form of scale factorR(τ). We discuss
this impor ant point at the end.
In (2 + 1) dimensions (the generalization to (d + 1)
with d > 2 is str ightforward), the change of coordinates
(τ,χ, θ) to
x = τ sinhχ cos θ
y = τ sinhχ sin θ
t = τ coshχ
(2)
transforms the metric Eq. (1) to the Minkowski metric
ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2. (3)
However, this tra sfor tion d es not map the origi-
nal spacetime in Eq. (1) t the whole Minkowski space-
im , but only o th fu ure light cone of the event
t = x = y = 0. Indee , the radial Minkowski coordi-
nate r =
￿
x2 + y2 of n vent at coordinates (τ,χ, θ) is
r = t tan χ. This me n that stationary observer—
that is, a obs rver at rest in the co-mov g coordinates
FIG. 2: Direct vs. indir c ca sal relations. The black edges
show the direct rel i s; the blue ths are indirect relations
be ween X and O. [ b: lease make all edg s black,
but t en in b and c, ov r ay them on top of thi ker
blu edges representing paths between X and O.
label the star ing node by X ev rywher . and t en
make the plot readable in b&w. and then adjust the
cap ion. -dk-]
to A. The link between O and A is bi-dir cted because
hey lie ithin each oth r ho izons.
From the perspective of the hyperbolic plane, the hori-
zon of the observer O is a disk of radius χh, whereas the
horizon of observer A is a disk of radius χh − χ centered
at A who is located at radial coordinate χ. This disk is
tangent to O’s horizon as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The av-
erage in-degre f observer A is t us iven by the umber
points withi a disk of radiu χh − χ:
k¯in(χ) = 2πδ(cosh (χh − χ)− 1) ≈ πδe−(χ−χh). (7)
On the other hand, since the points are distributed uni-
formly according to the hyperbolic metric, the density of
points located at radial coordinate χ is given by distri-
bution
ρ( ) =
sinhχ
coshχh − 1 . (8)
Therefore, for large networks (χh ￿ 1) the average in-
degree scales as ￿kin￿ ∼ πδχh ≈ πδ ln (N/πδ) whereas
the in-degree distribution is
P (kin) ∼ 1
k2in
, if 1￿ kin < πδeχh . (9)
The average out-degree of a node at χ is given by
k¯out(χ) = 2δ
￿ π
0
dθ
￿ χh
0
dχ￿ sinhχ￿Θ(χh−χ￿−x), (10)
[mb: I think, we need to better explain this
one. -mk-] where x is the hyperbolic distance between
points (χ, 0) and (χ￿, θ), and Θ(·) is the Heaviside step
function. In the limit χh ￿ 1, the integration yields
k¯out(χ) ≈
2δ
￿
eχh
coshχ
K (tanhχ) if 0 ≤ χ < χh,
0 if χ = χh,
(11)
where K(·) is the complete elliptic integral of the first
kind. In the regime 1 < χ < χh, the aver ge out degree
is well approximated by
k¯out(χ) ≈ 2
√
2δχe(χh−χ)/2. (12)
This result, ombi ed with Eq. (8), implies that the out-
degree distribution scales as
P (kout) ∼ k−3out, for kout ￿ 1. (13)
We notice however that observers n ar the edge of the
horizon have out-degrees approximately equal to χh.
[ b: χh or 0??? Eq.11 says the latter? -dk-]
Th ref r , the out-de ree di tributi n is asymptotically
a power law with a lower cut-off that grows as χh with
time.
New connections in this network appear not only be-
tween new and existing nodes, but also between pairs of
already existing nodes, not previously connected. This
effect is a simple consequence of the continuous expansion
of the horizons of all observers. The resulting network dy-
namics is illustrated in Fig. 3, where three snapshots of
a growing network are taken. The horizon of the central
observer O (the blue dashed circle) grows over time, dis-
covering an exponentially increasing number of new ob-
servers. Gray connections indicate purely directed causal
relations bet een observers, tha is, one is aw re of e
other. As ti e g es n, dir cted connections are recip-
rocated (connections in red), meaning that an increasing
number of pairs of observers are getting mutually aware
of each other.
Up to this point, we have assumed that all observers
entering the horizon of another observer are detected. If
we assume that the probability of connections between
observers decays exponentially with the hyperbolic dis-
tance x between them, p(x) ∝ e−βx, where parameter
β ∈ [0, 1), then the average in-degree of an observer at
coordinate χ is
k¯in(χ) = 2πδ
￿ χh−χ
0
sinhχ￿ e−βχ
￿
dχ￿ ∼ e−(1−β)(χ−χh).
(14)
Therefore, the in-degree distribution scales asymptoti-
cally as a power law P (kin) ∼ k−γin with exponent
γ = 2 +
β
1− β , (15)
which can take any value between 2 and∞. [all: why do
we skip the P (kout) in the general case? -mk-].
Finally we emphasize that the very same network con-
struction can be extended beyond the Milne universe to
any open FLRW universe with any scale factor R(τ). The
same picture as in Fig. 2(b) would apply there. The only
difference is the rate at which new nodes join the net-
work, defined by the radius of the observer horizon as a
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Causal sets [1] re grap s that can be thought of as
discretizations [2] of relativistic spacetimes [3]. Given
a spacetime, one c n construct a causal set correspond-
ing to it by sprinkl ng points unifor ly at random over
the spacetime, linking ll pai s f caus lly related points.
Cau al set corresponding to asympto ically de Sitter
spacetimes [4], such as our acc lerating universe [5, 6],
are power-law g aphs with trong clustering [7], similar
to many complex networks [8–10]. More surprisingly, the
growth dyn mi s of de Sitter causal sets [11, 12] and com-
plex ne works [13] are symptotically identical [7]. This
simil rity uggests a possibility to erive he fundamental
laws of complex network dy amics, currently unknown,
from an nalogy to gravitation. Ye th similarity be-
tween causal sets and c m lex networks is not perfect.
In parti ular, unlike au al sets, nodes in complex net-
works volve in tim , and li k between existing nodes
app ar [8–10].
These obser ions motiva e us here to consid r
evolving etworks of causal con ections among station-
ary obser rs, h mog neously distrib t d in ny open
Friedma n-Le aˆıtre-Ro ert on- alker (FLRW) space-
time [14]. The picture is purely classical. Nodes can
b thought of as a du t f sical par icles, o galax-
ies, r ind ed imaginary observe s, scattered randomly
throughout the s c . The uni erse expands, and so do
t horiz ns f ll the observers. For any p rticular ob-
server O at any given time τ , the network consists of
all other observers w hin O’s horizon, up to a certain
cut-off time τν i t e past, which can be in rp ete as
the Pla ck , or the time of last scatt ring, or the
r d s ft beyond w ich the bserv cannot observe [14].
A di ected link from observer B to observer A in this
network ex sts if B is withi A’s retard d ho iz n, i.e.,
if B w s within A’s h rizo in time for A to signal B’s
xistence to O by time τ , Fig. 1. That is, any dir cted
path in hi n twork represents a causal chain, or a se-
quence of events th could influence O at ime τ . In
what follows we show that this evolving network of ax-
i m informatio bout the u iverse any observer
can collect by h proper time τ , is a gro ing power-law
graph in any open h mogene us and isotropic (FLRW)
spacetime.
The m tric in an open FLRW spacetime is given by
s = − τ R(τ)2 ￿ χ + sinh2 χdΩ2d−1￿ , (1)
where τ > 0 and χ > 0 re the time and “radial” c ordi-
nat s, dΩ2d−1 s metr c o the unit (d−1)-dimensional
spher , nd R(τ) is the scal facto of th universe given
by th Friedmann equations [14]. The scale factor R(τ)
is just c nformal fact r in the spacial part of the met-
ric, where coord nates (χ,Ωd−1) desc ibe the hyperbolic
d-dimensional space Hd of constant curvature K = −1.
The sp cetime is thu folia ed by d-dimensional hyper-
bolic ac s: for any time τ , e s ce is the hyperbolic
d-dime sio al spa e of constant curvatureK = −1/R(τ).
To simplify the calculations, we assume that R(τ) = τ ,
meaning that we are co sidering the Milne universe—a
completely empt universe without any matter or dark
energy [15]. The r sults presente henceforth do not de-
pend on a parti u ar form of sc le factorR(τ). We discuss
his impor ant point at the end.
In (2 + 1) dimensions (the ge eralization to (d + 1)
wit d > 2 is s rai htforwa ), the chang f coordinates
(τ,χ, θ) to
x = τ sinhχ cos θ
y = τ sinhχ sin θ
t = τ coshχ
(2)
transforms the metric in Eq. (1) to the Minkowski metric
s2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2. (3)
However, this transformation does not map the origi-
nal spac time in Eq. (1) to the wh le Minkowski space-
tim , b t only to t e futu e light cone of the event
t = x = y = 0. ndeed, the dial Minko ski coordi-
nat r =
￿
x2 + y2 of an event t coordinates (τ,χ, θ) is
r = t tanhχ. This me ns that a tationary observer—
that is, an observ r at rest th co-moving coordi ates
c)
4
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Causal sets [1] are graphs hat can be thought of as
discre zations [2] of r lativistic spacetimes [3]. Given
a spacetime, one c n const uct a ausal et co respond-
i t it by spri kling poi ts uniformly at random over
th spacetime, linking al pairs f c usally related points.
Causal sets co responding to asymptotically de Si ter
spacetimes [4], such as our a celerating universe [5, 6],
are power-la graphs with ro clustering [7], similar
o many complex n tworks [8–10]. More surprisingly, the
grow h dyn mic of de Si ter caus l sets [ 1, 12] and com-
plex ne w ks [13] re symptotic l y ide tical [7]. This
similar ty su gests p sib lity to derive the fundamental
l ws of c mplex network dy amics, cu rently unkno n,
from a a alogy t gravitation. Yet the similarity be-
t en c usal sets a d complex etworks is ot perfect.
In part cular, unlike causal ts, nodes in complex net-
works evolve in t me, and links be w en exi ting nodes
a pear [8–10].
These observati ns m tivate us here to consid r
volving networks of causal co nections among statio -
a y observers, homogeneousl dist ibut d ny ope
Fri d a -Lemaˆıt e-Robertson-Walk r (FLRW) sp ce-
i [14]. The icture is pure y cla sical. Nodes can
be th ught of s a dust of cla sical particl s, or galax-
es, or ind ed imagina y ob ervers, sca t red r n mly
h o ghout the spac . The u iverse expands, and so do
the horizon of all the observers. For any particular ob-
s rver O at any given tim τ , the etw rk consists of
all other obs rver wit i O’s h r z n, up t a erta n
cut-off time τν in t past, which can b interpreted s
the Planck time, or th tim of last sca tering, or the
re s ift eyond which the obs rver ca not observe [14].
A direct d link fr m bserv r B to observer A in this
ne ork exist f B is with n A’s retarded horizo , i. .,
if B was with n A’s horizon i ti for A t signal B’s
existence to O by time τ , Fig. 1. That is, any directed
pat in thi net ork re r sent a causal c ain, r a s -
qu nc f events tha ould i flu nc O time τ . In
hat follo s we s ow that this volving n twork of max-
um information about the universe that any observer
can collect by her proper time τ , is a growing power-law
graph i any pen homogene us and isotropic (FLRW)
spacetime.
The metric in an op n FLRW spacetime is given by
ds2 = −dτ2 +R(τ)2 ￿d 2 + sinh2 χdΩ2d−1￿ , (1)
where τ nd χ > 0 are the time and “radial” c ordi-
na es, dΩ2d−1 is the m tric on the un t (d−1)-dimensional
sphere, and R(τ) is the scale factor of the universe given
by the Friedma n equations [14]. The scale factor R(τ)
is just conf mal factor in the spacial part of the met-
ric, where c ordinat s (χ,Ωd−1) describe the hyperbolic
d-dimensional space Hd of cons ant curvature K = −1.
The sp cetime s thus foliated by d-dimensional hyper-
bolic spaces: for any time τ , the space is the hyperbolic
d-dimensi nal sp ce of cons ant curvatureK = −1/R(τ).
To s mp ify the calculations, we sume that R(τ) = τ ,
mea ing that we a e consider ng the Milne universe—a
co letely empty univers withou any m ter or dark
energy [15]. The r sults prese ted henceforth do not de-
en on a particular form of scale factorR(τ). We discu s
his import n poi t at the end.
I (2 + 1) dimensio s (the ge eralization to (d + 1)
with d > 2 is straightforward), the change of c ordinates
(τ,χ, θ) to
x = τ sinhχ cos θ
y = τ sinhχ sin θ
t = τ coshχ
(2)
ra sforms the metric in Eq. (1) t the Minkowski metric
ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2. (3)
H w ver, this tra sformati n does not map the origi-
nal spacetime in Eq. (1) to the whole Minkowski space-
time, b t only to the future ligh cone of the event
t x = y = 0. Ind ed, the radial Minkowski c ordi-
nate r =
￿
x2 + y2 of n event c ordinate (τ,χ, θ) is
r = tanhχ. This means hat a stationa y observer—
that is, an observer at rest in the co-moving c ordinates
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u if rmly istributed i any pen h moge e u and isot opic universe. Nodes in these n tworks are
ra dom p i ts at rest in the c -moving or inates, a d wo n d s are connected by a directed link
if ne node is with n the oriz n of th other. Unlike cau al ets, nodes in thes networks evolve in
time, and n w link appear be ween existing nodes, as th y do in many complex networks.
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Caus l s ts [1] are graphs hat can be thought of as
discre zations [2] of r lativis ic s acetimes [3]. Given
a spa time, e c n c st uct a ausal et correspond-
i t it by sp i kling p i ts uniformly at random over
h spacetime, ink ng al pairs f c usally related points.
Causal sets corresponding to asymptotically de Sitter
spac times [4], such as our accelerating universe [5, 6],
are power-la raph w th ro clustering [7], similar
many complex n tworks [8–10]. More surprisingly, the
row h dyna ic of de Si te causal sets [11, 12] and com-
plex etwo ks [13] are as mptotic l y identical [7]. This
simil r ty suggests a p ssib lity o derive th fundamental
l ws of omplex netw rk dy mics, c rrently u k own,
from a a alogy t gravitatio . Yet t e similari y be-
tween c usal ets and complex networks is not perfect.
In part cular, nlike causal ts, n des in complex net-
works evolve i me, and links be ween exi ting nod s
appear [8–10].
These ob rvatio s m tivate us h re to consid
volving etworks of causal con ection m ng station-
a y observers, homogeneousl ist ibu e i any open
F i d an -Lemaˆıt e-Rob rtson-Walker (FLRW) sp ce-
im [14]. he icture is pure y classical. No es can
be th ught of a u t of clas ic l particl , or galax-
es, or indeed i agi a y obs rv s, sc te ed randomly
hroughout the s ac . Th universe expands, and so do
the horizo of all the obse vers. For any particular ob-
s rver O at any given ti τ , the net ork consists of
all o h s rvers w thin O’s h r zon, up a certain
ut-off tim τν in t past, which ca b interprete as
the Planck ime, o th time of last scattering, or the
r d s ift ey nd which the obs rver cannot observe [14].
A d r cted lin f m bserver B to bserver A in this
n ork ex t f B i with n A’s retarded horizo , i.e.,
f B was with n A’s horizon i time for A t ig al B’s
existence o O by tim τ , Fig. 1. That is, any direct d
path in thi network repr sents a ca l hain, or a s -
qu c of ev nts that could influe c O tim τ . I
hat follo s we s ow th t thi volving network f x-
i um information a ou th u ivers that a y observer
can collect by her proper time τ , is a growing power-law
graph i any en homogene us and isotropic (FLRW)
spacetime.
The metric in an op n FLRW spacetime is given by
ds2 = −dτ2 +R(τ)2 ￿d 2 + sinh2 χdΩ2d−1￿ , (1)
where τ n χ > 0 ar the time nd “radial” coordi-
na es, dΩ2d−1 is the m tric on the un t (d−1)-dimensional
sphere, and R(τ) is the scale factor of the universe given
by the Friedma equations [14]. The scale factor R(τ)
is just conf rmal factor in the spacial part of the met-
ri , where coordinates (χ,Ωd−1) describ the hyperbolic
d-dimension l spa e Hd of ons ant curvature K = −1.
The sp cetime s hus foliated by d-dimensional hyper-
bolic sp ces: for any time τ , the space is the hyperbolic
d-dimensi nal sp ce of ons ant curvatureK = −1/R(τ).
To s mp ify e calculations, we ssume that R(τ) = τ ,
mea ing that we a consider ng the Miln universe—a
co letely e p y univers withou any m tter or dark
ergy [15]. The r sults pr se ted encef rth do not de-
end on particular form of scale factorR(τ). We discuss
his impor n poi t at the end.
I (2 + 1) dimensio s (the ge eralization to (d + 1)
wi d > 2 is str ightforward), the change of coordinates
(τ,χ, θ) to
x = τ sinhχ cos θ
y = τ sinhχ sin θ
t = τ coshχ
(2)
tra sforms the metr c in Eq. (1) t the Minkowski metric
ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2. (3)
H wever, his tra sformati n does not map the origi-
nal spac time in Eq. (1) t the whole Minkowski space-
ime, b t only to th fu ure ligh cone of the event
t x = y = 0. Indee , the radial Minkowski coordi-
ate r =
￿
x2 + y2 of n event coordinate (τ,χ, θ) is
r = t tanhχ. This me n hat stationa y observer—
that is, an obs rver at rest in the co-mov g coordinates
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Caus l s ts [1] are graphs hat c n be thought of as
discre zations [2] of r l tivis ic s acetimes [3]. Given
spa time, e c n c st uct a causal et correspond-
i it by sp inkling p i ts uniformly at ra do over
he spac time, ink ng al pairs f causally related points.
Causa sets corresp nding to asymptotically de Sitter
spac times [4] such as our accel ating universe [5, 6],
are power-law raph w th strong clustering [7], similar
many complex n tworks [8–10]. More surprisingly, the
gr w h dy mic of de Sitter causal sets [11, 12] and com-
pl x netwo ks [13] are asympt tically ide tical [7]. This
similar ty suggests a possibility o derive th fund mental
l s of om lex network dy amics, c rrently unk own,
from an nalogy to grav tation. Y t the similari y be-
twee causal s and complex networks is not perfect.
In particu ar, nlike causal s ts, de i compl x net-
works evolve i m , and l ks between existing nod s
appear [8–10].
Th se b rvatio s tivate us h re to consid
evolving e works of c usal connection m g station-
ary observers, omog eousl strib ted i any op n
Fri d ann-Lem ıˆt e-Rob rtson-Walker (FLRW) sp ce-
im [14]. T picture is pur ly classical. Nodes ca
be th ught of a du t of classic l p rticle , or galax-
es, or ind ed im gi a y observ s, sc tered rand mly
throug o t the space. Th u ver e expands, and so do
t e horizo of all the obse vers. For any particular ob-
s rver O at a y gi en ti e τ , the etwork consists of
all oth bs ver wi hin O’s hor zon, up to a certain
cut-off im τν i th pas , which c n b in preted as
the Pla ck ime, or th time of last scattering, or the
r d s ift ey nd which he obs rver cannot observe [14].
A di ted link f m obs ver B to observer A in this
net ork ex ts f B is with n A’s r ta ded horizo , i.e.,
f B was within A’s horiz n i i e for A to ignal B’s
existe ce o O by tim τ , Fig. 1. Tha is, any direct d
p t in thi n t rk repr s nt causal chain, or a s -
q ence f eve s hat could fluence O t me τ . I
ha f llo s we show th t his volving etwo k of ax-
imum info ma on a ut he u iver tha any observ r
can collect by her proper time τ , is a growing power-law
graph i any en hom geneous and isotropic (FLRW)
spacetime.
The metric in n op n FLRW spacetime is given by
ds2 = −dτ2 +R(τ) ￿dχ2 + sinh2 χdΩ2d−1￿ , (1)
where τ > 0 an χ > 0 ar the time nd “radial” coordi-
na es, Ω2d−1 s the metric on the unit (d−1)-dimensional
p re, and R(τ) is scale factor of the universe given
by the Friedman quations [14]. The scale factor R(τ)
is jus a conformal facto in the spacial part of the met-
ri , where coordinates (χ,Ωd−1) describ the hyperbolic
d-dimensi l spa e Hd of onstant curvature K = −1.
Th p cetime is hus foliated by d-dimensional hyper-
bolic sp ces: for ny time τ , the spa e is the hyperbolic
d-dimensio al sp ce of onstant curvatureK = −1/R(τ).
To s mplify e calculations, we assume that R(τ) = τ ,
mea ing that we ar considering the Miln universe—a
comple ly e p y univers withou any matter or dark
ergy [15]. The results pr se ted ncef rth do not de-
pend on p rticular form of scale factorR(τ). We discuss
his impor ant point at the end.
I (2 + 1) dimensions (the generalization to (d + 1)
wi d > 2 is str ightforward), the change of coordinates
(τ,χ, θ) to
x = τ sinhχ cos θ
y = τ sinhχ sin θ
t = τ coshχ
(2)
tra sf rms th metr c Eq. (1) to the Minkowski metric
ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2. (3)
H wever, his tra sfor tion d es not map the origi-
nal spac time in Eq. (1) t the whole Minkowski space-
im , b t only to th fu ure ligh cone of the event
t = x = y = 0. Indee , the radial Minkowski coordi-
ate r =
￿
x2 + y2 of n vent at coordinates (τ,χ, θ) is
r = t tan χ. This me n that stationary observer—
that is, a obs rver at rest in the co-mov g coordinates
FIG. 2: Direct vs. indirect causal relations. The black edges
show the direct relations; the blue paths are indirect relations
between X and O. [mb: please make all edges black,
but t en in b and c, over y them n top of hi ker
blue edges representing paths between X and O.
label the star ing ode by X v rywher . nd t en
make the plot r adable in b&w. and then adju t the
caption. -dk-]
to A. The link between O and A is bi-directed beca se
they lie within each other horizons.
From the perspective of the hyperbolic plane, the hori-
zo of he bserv O is a disk of r dius χh, whereas the
horizon of obs rver A is a disk of radius χh − χ c ntered
at A who is located at radial ordinate χ. This d sk is
tangent to O’s horizon s illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The av-
erage in-degree of observer A is thus given by the numb
of points withi a disk of r dius χh − χ:
k¯in(χ) = 2πδ(cosh (χh − χ)− 1) ≈ πδe−(χ−χh). (7)
On the other hand, since the points are distributed uni-
formly according to the hyperbolic metric, the density of
points located at radial coordi ate χ is given by distri-
bution
ρ(χ) =
sinhχ
coshχh − 1 . (8)
Therefore, for large networks (χh ￿ 1) the average in-
degree scales as ￿kin￿ ∼ πδχh ≈ πδ ln (N/πδ) whereas
the in-degree distribution is
P (kin) ∼ 1
k2in
, if 1￿ kin < πδeχh . (9)
The average out-degree of a node at χ is given by
k¯out(χ) = 2δ
￿ π
0
dθ
￿ χh
0
dχ￿ sinhχ￿Θ(χh−χ￿−x), (10)
[m : I think, we need to better explain this
one. -mk-] wh re x is the hyperbolic distance between
point (χ, 0) and (χ￿, θ), and Θ(·) is the Heaviside step
function. In the limit χh ￿ 1, the integration yields
k¯out(χ) ≈
2δ
￿
eχh
coshχ
K (tanhχ) if 0 ≤ χ < χh,
0 if χ = χh,
(11)
wh K(·) is e complete lliptic integral of the first
kin . In the regime 1 < χ < χh, the aver ge out degree
is well approximated by
k¯out(χ) ≈ 2
√
2δχe(χh−χ)/2. (12)
This result, c mbi ed with Eq. (8), implies that the out-
degree distribution scales as
P (kout) ∼ k−3out, for kout ￿ 1. (13)
We noti owever that observers n ar the edge of the
h rizon h v out-d grees approximately equal to χh.
[mb: χh or 0??? Eq.11 says the latter? -dk-]
Th ref re, th ou -degree distributi n is asymptotically
a power law with a lower cut-off that grows as χh with
time.
New connections in this network appear not only be-
twe n new and existing nodes, but als b tw en pairs of
already existing nodes, not previously connected. This
effect is a simple consequence of the continuous expansion
of the horizons of all observers. The resulting network dy-
namics is illu trated in Fig. 3, where three snapshots of
a gr wing etwork are t ken. The horizon of the central
bserver O ( he blu da h d circle) grows over time, dis-
covering an xpo entially increasing number of new ob-
servers. Gray conne tions indicate purely directed causal
relations between observ rs, that is, one is aware of the
other. As time goes on, dir cted co nections ar recip-
rocated (connections in red), meaning that an increasing
number of pairs of obse vers are getting mutually aware
of each other.
Up to this point, we have assumed that all observers
entering the horizon of another observer are detected. If
we assum hat th probability of connections between
observers decays e ponentially with the hyperbolic dis-
tance x betw en them, p(x) ∝ e−βx, where parameter
β ∈ [0, 1), then the average in-degree of an observer at
coordinate χ is
k¯in( ) = 2πδ
￿ χh−χ
0
sinhχ￿ e−βχ
￿
dχ￿ ∼ e−(1−β)(χ−χh).
(14)
Therefore, the in-degree distribution scales asymptoti-
cally as a power law P (kin) ∼ k−γin with exponent
γ = 2 +
β
1− β , (15)
which can take any value between 2 and∞. [all: why do
we skip the P (kout) in the general case? -mk-].
Finally we emphasize that the very same network con-
struction ca be extended beyond the Milne universe to
open FLRW universe with any scale factor R(τ). The
same picture as in Fig. 2(b) would apply there. The only
differe ce i the rate at which new nodes join the net-
work, d fined by the radius of the observer horizon as a
Figure 1. Direct vs. indirect causal relations. Black dge show the d rect causal
relations between observers. In b) and c) the blue paths are indirect causal relations
between observers X and O.
dimensional space. Time remains continuous. Therefore the evolution of nodes in these
networks represent world-lines of co-moving observers. These networks have directed
cycles, and new links not only connect new nodes to existing ones, but also app ar at a
certain rate between existing nodes, as they do in many complex networks [1, 2, 3].
2. Ov rlapping horizons in the Milne u verse
The metric in an open FLRW spacetime is given by
ds2 = −dτ 2 +R(τ)2 [dχ2 + sinh2 χdΩ2d−1] , 1)
where τ > 0 and χ > 0 ar the cosmic tim and “radial” coordinate , dΩ2d−1 is the metric
on the unit (d−1)-dimensional sphere, and R(τ) is the scale factor of the universe given
by the Friedmann equations [9]. The scale factor R(τ) is just a conformal factor in
the spacial part of the metric, where coordinates (χ,Ωd−1) describe the hyperbolic d-
dimensional spaceHd of constant curvatureK = −1. The spacetime is thus foliated by d-
dimensional hyperbolic spaces: for any time τ , the space is the hyperbolic d-dimensional
space of constant curvature K = −1/R(τ). To simplify the calculations, we assume that
R(τ) = τ , meaning that we are considering the Milne universe—a completely empty
universe without any matter or dark energy [10]. The results presented henceforth do
not depend on a particular form of scale factor R(τ). We discuss this important point
at the end.
In (2 + 1) dimensions (the generalization to (d+ 1) with d > 2 is straightforward),
the change of coordinates (τ, χ, θ) to
x = τ sinhχ cos θ
y = τ sinhχ sin θ
t = τ coshχ
(2)
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transforms the metric in Eq. (1) into the Minkowski metric
ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2. (3)
However, this transformation does not map the original spacetime in Eq. (1) to the whole
Minkowski spacetime, but only to the future light cone of the event t = x = y = 0.
Indeed, the radial Minkowski coordinate r =
√
x2 + y2 of an event at coordinates
(τ, χ, θ) is r = t tanhχ. This means that a stationary observer—that is, an observer at
rest in the co-moving coordinates (χ, θ) in H2—is receding from the origin x = y = 0
at constant speed v = tanhχ ≤ 1. Consistent with homogeneity and isotropy of the
universe, we assume that stationary observers are also homogeneously and isotropically
distributed throughout space with constant density δ. These observers are therefore
points distributed in the hyperbolic space H2 according to a Poisson point process with
point density δ. In the Milne cosmology, an infinite number of such observers are thus
initially at the origin of coordinates (the big bang), and then they all start moving in
all directions within a bubble –in the considered case this bubble is a disk in R2– that
expands at the speed of light (see the (x, y) plane in Fig. 2). Because the distribution
of observers is uniform in H2, any stationary observer will “see” all other observers
receding from her with the Lorentz-invariant density of speeds v
δ(v) ∝ δ v
(1− v2)3/2 . (4)
Without loss of generality or breaking Lorentz invariance, in what follows we focus
on the stationary observer O at rest at coordinate χ = 0, and therefore also at rest at
x = y = 0. According to Eq. (2), O’s proper time τ is equal to the time coordinate t
in the Minkowski spacetime. First, we determine the horizon of O at any given proper
time τ . This horizon is the radius of the part of the universe that O can observe, up to
the past cut-off time τν , which can be any positive number, 0 < τν < τ . This radius is
determined by the intersection of O’s past light cone with the hyperboloid at time τν ,
Fig. 2. At time τ > τν , the farthest particle that O can observe is moving at a speed
such that light emitted at proper time τν reaches O at this time τ , yielding the following
simple expression for the hyperbolic radius of O’s horizon:
χh = ln
(
τ
τν
)
. (5)
The size of the network, i.e., the number is nodes in it, is in this case the number of
other observers that O can observe, equal to the number of points within a hyperbolic
disk of radius χh. This number grows asymptotically linearly with time τ :
N(τ) = 2piδ(coshχh − 1) = piδ
[
τ
τν
+
τν
τ
− 2
]
≈ piδ τ
τν
. (6)
Any two observers A and B in O’s horizon are connected by a directed link from B
to A if B lies within the retarded horizon of A. If A’s radial coordinate is χ, then the
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x
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t
Figure 2. Milne universe with overlapping horizons as seen by observer O at
proper time τ > τν . The horizontal plane is the (x, y) plane in a (2 + 1)-dimensional
Minkowski spacetime, The vertical axis t is the proper time of observer O, who is at
rest in the cosmic fluid, χ = 0 and x = y = 0. At cosmic time τ = 0, all particles are
at the origin of this Minkowski spacetime and start moving away from O at velocities
v according to Eq. (4). Points and arrows in the (x, y) plane represent the position
and velocity of such particles at proper time τ as measured by O. The “edge of the
universe” corresponds to particles receding from O at the speed of light. This edge is
thus a circle of radius Redge = τ centered at O. Observer O observes not all particles
within this edge, since particles are “lit” not at τ = 0 but at τν > 0. These events lie
on the invariant hyperboloid t2 = τ2ν +x
2 +y2 shown in blue. The horizon of any given
observer is then induced by the intersection of her past light cone with this hyperboloid,
and defines the maximum speed of a particle within the horizon. In particular, the
radius of O’s horizon in the (x, y) plane is Rhorizon = τ [1−(τν/τ)]/[1+(τν/τ)] (τν = 1.5
and τ = 5 in the figure). The thick red arrows show the world-lines of stationary
observers O and also A who is at rest at radial coordinate χ = const. The retarded
horizon of observer A at proper time τχ is induced by the intersection of A’s past light
cone with the blue hyperboloid. Projected into the (x, y) plane, this retarded horizon
encompasses all the observers that can causally influence O indirectly via A, Fig. 1.
Observer O has incoming connections from observers A, B, and C since they all lie
within O’s horizon. Observer A has incoming connections from O and B, but not from
C who is outside A’s horizon.
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retarded horizon of A is defined as its horizon at time τχ = τe
−χ. According to Eq. (5),
τχ is such that if A emits light at her proper time τχ, then this light reaches O at time
τ . This means that if A has some physical state (possibly causally influenced by B) at
time τχ, then this state can causally influence O by time τ .
Figure 2 shows observer A lying within the horizon of observer O. Observer B is
connected to A because B lies within A’s retarded horizon at time τχ, the latest time
in A’s history that can influence O at time τ . Observer C is outside of this horizon and
therefore is not connected to A. The link between O and A is bi-directed because they
lie within each other horizons.
Mapped to the hyperbolic plane, the horizon of observer O is a disk of radius χh,
whereas the horizon of observer A is a disk of radius χh−χ centered at A who is located
at radial coordinate χ. This disk is tangent to O’s horizon as illustrated in Fig. 3. The
expected number of direct incoming connections to observer A, i.e., A’s in-degree k¯in(χ),
is thus given by the number of points within a disk of radius χh − χ:
k¯in(χ) = 2piδ(cosh (χh − χ)− 1) ≈ piδe−(χ−χh). (7)
On the other hand, since observers are distributed uniformly according to the hyperbolic
metric, the density of them located at radial coordinate χ is given by distribution
ρ(χ) =
sinhχ
coshχh − 1 ≈ e
χ−χh . (8)
We thus have a combination of two exponential dependencies: k¯in(χ) ∼ e−χ and
ρ(χ) ∼ eχ. As one can check [11], if in general the expected value k¯(x) of some random
variable k decays exponentially, k¯(x) ∼ e−αx, α > 0, as a function of random variable x
whose distribution is also exponential, ρ(x) ∼ eβx, β > 0, then the distribution of k is
a power law, P (k) ∼ k−γ, with exponent γ = β/α + 1. In our case α = β = 1, so that
γ = 2:
P (kin) ∼ 1
k2in
, if 1 kin < piδeχh . (9)
In large networks with χh  1 the average in-degree scales as 〈kin〉 ∼ piδχh ≈
piδ ln (N/piδ). The degree distributions in many large real networks are also close to
power laws with exponents close to 2 [1, 2, 3].
Next we focus on the expected number of out-going connection, i.e., out-degree, of
a node located at (χ, 0). It is equal to the number of points within a domain in H2
defined as the locus of points (χ′, θ) such that their hyperbolic distances to the point
(χ, 0), x, are smaller than the radius of their retarded horizons χh − χ′, that is,
k¯out(χ) = 2δ
∫ pi
0
dθ
∫ χh
0
dχ′ sinhχ′Θ(χh − χ′ − x), (10)
where Θ(·) is the Heaviside step function. In the limit χh  1, the integration yields
k¯out(χ) ≈
2δ
√
eχh
coshχ
K (tanhχ) if 0 ≤ χ < χh,
0 if χ = χh,
(11)
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edge of the 
universe
horizon of observer O  
retarded horizon of 
observer A
Figure 3. Milne universe projected onto the hyperbolic plane. All moving
observers in Fig. 2 and their horizons can be mapped to the hyperbolic plane H2 via the
change of coordinates in Eq. (2). After the mapping, observers become static points
on H2, while their horizons expand with cosmic time. The blue area is the horizon of
observer O of hyperbolic radius χh. The green area is A’s retarded horizon of radius
χh − χ, centered at A and tangent to O’s horizon. Nodes B and C are the same as in
Fig. 2. The picture does not depend on scale factor R(τ), which determines only how
horizon χh grows with cosmic time τ .
where K(·) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. In the regime 1 < χ < χh,
the average out degree is well approximated by
k¯out(χ) ≈ 2
√
2δχe(χh−χ)/2. (12)
For the same combination-of-exponentials reasons as in the in-degree case, this
exponential scaling, combined with the one in Eq. (8), implies that the out-degree
distribution scales as
P (kout) ∼ k−3out, for kout  1, (13)
with logarithmic corrections. We notice however that observers near (but not exactly
at) the edge of the horizon have out-degrees approximately equal to χh. Therefore, the
out-degree distribution is asymptotically a power law with a lower cut-off that grows as
χh with time.
We note that new connections appear not only between new and existing nodes,
but also between pairs of already existing nodes, not previously connected. This type
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Figure 4. Evolution of a Milne network at three different proper times.
The dashed blue circles represent the expanding horizons of the central observer. The
grey and red links show directed and bi-directed (reciprocal) connections. The central
observer and all her connections are suppressed.
of linking creates directed cycles in the network. The appearance of new links between
existing nodes is a simple consequence of the continuous expansion of the horizons
of all observers. The resulting network dynamics is illustrated in Fig. 4, where three
snapshots of a growing network are taken. The horizon of the central observer O (the
blue dashed circle) grows over time, discovering an exponentially increasing number
of new observers. Gray connections indicate purely directed causal relations between
observers, that is, one is aware of the other. As time goes on, directed connections
are reciprocated (connections in red), meaning that an increasing number of pairs of
observers are getting mutually aware of each other.
Finally we emphasize that our analysis is by no means limited to the Milne universe.
Almost exactly the same results hold for any open FLRW universe with any scale factor
R(τ). The same picture as in Fig. 3 would apply there. The only minor difference is
the rate at which new nodes join the network, defined by the radius of the observer’s
horizon as a function of time. Specifically, given R(τ), this radius is
χh =
∫ t dτ
R(τ)
, (14)
generalizing Eq. (5).
3. Imperfect communication
Up to this point we have assumed that all observers entering the horizon of another
observer are detected with probability 1. If we assume that the probability of connection
between observers decays exponentially with the hyperbolic distance x between them,
p(x) = pe−βx, (15)
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then the average in-degree of an observer at coordinate χ is
k¯in(χ) = 2piδp
∫ χh−χ
0
sinhχ′ e−βχ
′
dχ′
= 2piδp
1− eβ(χ−χh)[β sinh (χh − χ) + cosh (χh − χ)]
β2 − 1 . (16)
If β ≥ 1 and χh  1 the average in-degree of nodes is constant and the network becomes
similar to a random geometric graph. In random geometric graphs, nodes lie in a
geometric space, and two nodes are connected if the distance between them in the space
is below a given threshold. These graphs have Poisson distributions of node degrees [12].
We can show that the in-degree distribution in our imperfect networks with β ≥ 1 is also
Poisson. This is intuitively expected because in this case observers are connected only to
other observers in their small neighborhoods. The case with β < 1 is more interesting.
In this case, the average in-degree of an observer located at χ is k¯in(χ) ∼ e(1−β)(χh−χ). As
a consequence, for the same combination-of-exponentials reasons as before, the in-degree
distribution scales asymptotically as a power law P (kin) ∼ k−γin with exponent
γ = 2 +
β
1− β , (17)
which can take any value between 2 and ∞, as shown in Fig. 5.
This result may have interesting cosmological implications concerning what part of
the universe our observers can observe. Indeed, in the case of imperfect communication
with β ∈ (0, 1), observer O directly detects only ∼ e(1−β)χh other observers. Therefore
by the time the number of observers within O’s horizon is ∼ N , O detects only ∼ N1−β
of those, so that the fraction of the universe that O sees directly (∼ N1−β/N) approaches
zero as time goes on. However there are also indirect causal paths, shown in blue in
Fig. 1. Any observer connected to O via either direct or indirect causal paths can still
be detected by O. The question of what fraction of the universe can be observed by O
becomes a variation of the bond percolation problem, well studied in network science.
In the classical bond percolation problem, we are given a large network in which we
retain or delete each link (also called “bond” for historical reasons) with probability p
and 1− p. There often exists a critical value pc of this probability corresponding to the
phase transition in the system: if p > pc the network is in the percolated phase, meaning
that a macroscopical fraction of nodes belong to the largest connected component, while
for p < pc the network decomposes into many small connected components. There is
no such phase transition in random scale-free networks with power-law exponent γ < 3.
They are always in the percolated phase, pc = 0 [14]. In our imperfect cosmological
networks with β ∈ (0, 1), the given network is the perfect network with β = 0 and
p = 1 in which we retain links with probability in Eq. (15), and the question is now
what fraction of the network is connected to O via at least one causal path, direct or
indirect. This problem is more involved that the standard bond percolation problem,
but one may suspect that since the network is scale-free, there should exist a regime,
perhaps with β < 1/2, in which the network is always percolated. This would imply
that a macroscopic fraction of the universe can be observed by any observer.
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Figure 5. Complementary cumulative in-degree distribution Pc(kin) =∑
k′in≥kin P (k
′
in) in simulated Milne networks with exponents γ = 2.1, 2.3, 2.5, 2.7
grown up to N = 105 nodes. The solid lines are power laws with the same expo-
nents. Inset: degree-dependent clustering coefficient for the undirected versions of the
same networks. The average clustering coefficients excluding nodes of degree 1 are
C¯ = 0.67, 0.47, 0.41, 0.38 for γ = 2.1, 2.3, 2.5, 2.7, respectively. The networks are dis-
assortative, meaning that the correlations of degrees of connected nodes (not shown)
are negative, due to structural constraints imposed by the scale-free degree distribu-
tion [13].
We next support these expectations in simulations. Let gO be the fraction of
nodes within O’s horizon that are connected to O via at least one causal path in
an imperfect-communication network with the link existence probability (15). From
the exposition above, including Fig. 1, the causal path is defined as a directed path
P = {n1, n2, . . . , O} such that the retarded horizon Hni of any node ni in the path,
i = 1, 2, . . . (or equivalently the set of ni’s neighbors in the perfect network), contains
all subsequent nodes in the path: nj ∈ Hni for any j > i. The problem of finding if such
a path exists between a given node n1 and O is likely to be an NP-hard combinatorial
problem, because checking all directed paths between n1 and O seems unavoidable.
We did not attempt either to prove the NP hardness of the problem or to find its
computationally admissible solution, because it is much easier to provide upper and
lower bounds for gO. An upper bound g
u
O is just the number of nodes connected to O
via any directed path, not necessarily causal. As a lower bound glO we use the number
of nodes connected to O by at least one causal path, and located up to three hops away
from O, which comprise a significant fraction of all nodes within O’s horizon.
Figure 6 shows the results for these bounds in numerical simulations of networks
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Figure 6. Bond percolation simulations of imperfect-communication networks. The
left column shows the upper and lower bounds gu,lO (p) for the fraction of nodes causally
connected to O for different values of γ and N = 3 × 105. The right column shows
the critical values pu,lc (N) for the same bounds, measured as the value of p that
maximizes the susceptibilities ξu,l in Eq. (18). The dashed lines are power law fits
pu,lc (N) ∼ N−1/ν with exponents 1/ν = 0.3(7), 0.3(2) for γ = 2.1, 1/ν = 0.2(5), 0.1(5)
for γ = 2.5, and 1/ν = 0.1(8), 0.0(7) for γ = 3.
with up to N = 3×105 nodes, γ = 2.1, 2.5, 3 and p ∈ [0, 1]. The upper and lower bounds
guO and g
l
O increase monotonically as functions of p, suggesting that, as expected, the
percolation threshold is zero. To check if it is indeed zero, we measure the susceptibilities
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Figure 7. Percolation susceptibility of the upper bound ξu Eq. (18) as a function of
p for different network sizes and γ = 2.1 (results for other values of γ are qualitatively
similar). For all values of γ < 3, ξu and ξl show a peak that moves to the left as the
system size increases. At the same time, the maximum value of ξu and ξl diverges as
a function of N as ξu,lmax ∼ Nγ
′/ν . Dashed lines in the inset are power law fits with
exponents γ′/ν = 0.8(0).
ξu and ξl defined as
ξu,l = N
〈[gu,lO ]2〉 − 〈gu,lO 〉2
〈gu,lO 〉
, (18)
where averages 〈·〉 are taken over a large number (10000 in our case) of different bond
percolation realizations for each combination of values of N , γ, and p. In continuous
phase transitions, the fluctuations of a property of interest (ξ in our case) diverge at
a critical parameter value in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞. In finite-size systems,
this divergence manifests itself as a maximum of function ξ(p) that becomes sharper for
larger N , see Fig. 7. The value of p = pc corresponding to this maximum can be used
as an estimate of the critical parameter value pc [15]. The right column in Fig. 6 shows
the values of thus estimated pcs as functions of N for bounds ξ
u,l(p) in our networks.
For γ < 3 the critical points of both upper and lower bounds go to zero as power laws
pc ∼ N−1/ν . This means that the percolation threshold is indeed zero in the thermody-
namic limit (pc → 0 as N → ∞), and that observer O can observe a finite fraction of
the universe for any value of p. However if γ = 3, then while the upper bound critical
value goes to zero as N goes to infinity, the critical value corresponding to the lower
bound becomes nearly size independent. This implies that for γ > 3, there exists a
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critical point pc below which our observer O can observe only her local neighborhood.
4. Conclusions
In summary, the physical network of (indirect) causal relations between observers
uniformly distributed in any open FLRW universe is a Lorentz-invariant scale-free graph
with strong clustering, Fig. 5. This network represents maximum information about the
universe that any particular observer can collect by a certain time. More precisely, paths
in this network are all possible communication channels between observers. Perhaps
coincidentally, in the perfect case without information loss (β = 0), this network
has the same statistical properties (γ = 2 and strong clustering) as the maximally
navigable networks [16], i.e., networks that are most conductive with respect to targeted
information signaling. The crucial requirement for this coincidence is that the universe
must be open, Eq. (1). Bubble universes are open in most inflationary cosmologies [17],
and the current measurements of our universe do not preclude that it is open either,
although it is definitely close to being flat [18].
These results may be interesting for both network science and cosmology. From
the network science perspective, they may help to develop a “General Relativity” of
networks, an analogy of the Einstein equations that would describe network dynamics
within a unified framework, in which network nodes might be analogous to our observers
or galaxies. Here we have considered an idealized case where nodes are massless points
distributed uniformly in the space. It remains unclear how the picture would change if
points have masses, perhaps distributed according to some heterogeneous distributions
similar to the distribution of the masses of galaxies in the universe [19], and if the
spatial distribution of points deviates from uniform, as it does for galaxies [20] and for
real networks embedded in hyperbolic spaces [21].
From the cosmology perspective, it has been suggested that measures of photons
from the cosmic microwave background scattered by high energy electrons in clusters
of galaxies could be used to probe the last scattering surface (LSS) at many different
length scales, and thus overcome the limitations of the cosmic variance [22]. In this
context the cosmological networks we have considered here may be interesting because
they contain not only direct connections within causal horizons, but also all possible
indirect causal connections. The galaxy-scattered photons represent the latter indirect
connections between the LSS and us, albeit made of only two hops, as in Fig. 1 b. Yet
the knowledge of the density of clusters of galaxies throughout the universe, coupled
with our network representation, can be used to estimate the maximum information we
could ever obtain from the LSS by counting the total number of causal paths connect-
ing such surface to us. The discussed percolation problem on these networks may be of
particular interest in that respect.
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